
bit although I try to avoid technical stuff at night.

I write in the morning now about yesterday since it was really a filled day starting with the unpleasant awakening in my old family with  jellying orders to the four winds and me and
poor Myrthe having to go to the old family dentist. It was a bit weird from the beginning to meet the latter in the exact same studio where I used to go more than a decade ago. Everything seems
to have changed since then particularly the "illusion for life" with the crisis really hitting people in their heart. Aside from that also myself being with a new girlfriend to those family friends who
have been together for so long. Gigi, the dentist for who is wife Monica works as a secretary like my mom for  Gig gave a little lecture about teeth hygiene and then proceeded to
extract the wisdom tooth that lost a filling last week. I did not care the least, particularly after my Chine experience hanging out with all these smiling and a bit toothless Chinese but he seemed to
apologize quite a bit. Latter i was also kind of forced by  to trim my hair and beard and I went down with Myrthe to the beautiful Vicenza's downtown. Her brother Cas got a job and I
took her in the courtyard of the Teatro Olimpico while she was speaking to him on the phone. I was a bit rushing my first introduction of the city, probably more seeking to catch its atmosphere
rather than going specifically into each architectural attraction. She then ended going inside the Teatro Olimpico while I got my hair cut by the official downtown hairdresser, a lady, Loretta, with
a strong character that makes her survive as an independent shop keeper. We ha in fact quite a discussion how harder and harder is getting to keep such a kind of autonomous activities, activities
that make people so much willing to work rather than joining these establishments like franchises but also I think academia (I too keep my workshop alive however!). The iron hairdresser also
managed to send her only son to Australia and live the hard life so that he will able to value all that he will inherit from her once he comes home (including the shop and the craft which is what
the Greeks considered to be the reason why a son should take care of his parents). Latter i did not have time to go with Myrthe anywhere but back home to have lunch with a bit of the same
apathic situation, a quit apathic atmosphere, almost like in a neo-realist movie from Pasolini or Antonioni depicting the middle high class. Fortunately little  was filled with life and Tony,

 also rather glad (I guess is rather manual and social doctor work makes him sattisfied). In the afternoon I resumed the scanning of the family's old photos which I started digitizing
for my project in the spring and then got back to the dentist this time with a little book of my drawings. Gigi was most happy this time and showed me the old paintings he bought for me in his
studio. Latter I have parked my mom's car out of the city (not to pay any parking fee) and walked to Myrthe who managed to go to a museum alone, poor her... The sun got to shine a bit and we
had a nice ice-cream together on a column overlooking the piazza where Zia Silvia has now her expensive bag shop. We quickly said hi to her and embarked in my usual long walk to the Monte
Berico sanctuary. By the time we got up, the sun was sort of gone again but we got back to our usual romance which, in a way, have been numbed by all my family's working struggle directed by

 (I am really glad to be out of it). With Myrthe we decided to be together forever and ever and kidless for now. Inside the sanctuary also a brilliant priest was dedicating a mass to a
dead young girl. He was such a good preacher talking about the flame of our faith and the fact that we should use it to construct and unify and everything will turn beautiful despite the social
environment opposing so much to it. I related this so much to the faith I am so much pursuing and to this point of my pursument in which I am asked to sort of remove the heat from it and take
part in the apathic construction of a social establishment like academia. I am so very reluctant to it... We then took a long walk back to the car, being quite close to each other despite my bloody
mouth after all the dentist care. We also did a surprive visit to my steo cousin Stefano and his adorable new son Libero (one of the few who actually got a male son) and the went over to my old
best friend Francesco to eat a one meter long pizza and have a good time despite him drinking a bit too much alcohol and his cousin Andrea or just "Cugino" who came to visit and sat his eyes
continuously on Myrthe, almost like a pervert man with no luck with girls and much sexual perversions on the side...  

A day spent out in the autumn blue, walking with Myrthe a bit of the trafficked belt around the old town and then to the old Palladian staircases devoted people would do  with their knees in
penitence (I saw one at least in the early morning of many years ago). From their we rolled on into the little secret road that I used to save for my old times girlfriends to walk down to the renown
"Villa Rotonda" passing by the "Dwarfs Villa". As th Rotonda was closed we walked in total happiness to the bottom of the hills and ate some bread and cheese in a vineyard. We talked about
the future, not being afraid of it but knowing that it is not going to be any easy with all these recessions and the elders to support. We were so light that even started kissing and ended up in the
forest filled with “pungi topo” to make love rather promptly. From there we stood in front of the magnificent landscape ahead of us, still preserved from all the wild urbanization of the last
century. I was even shirt less and in that sunny mood we walked to the Rotonda and did a round walk of it. Back in the city our mood was high, we were full of jokes and had fantastic pizza slice
and a marvelous Sicilian ice-cream, all quite experimental and innovative stuff. We even got caught in a lousy Chinese movie production and had great fun making out during the time of the
scene to then escape. After Myrthe got a little Italian made sweater, we went home, a bit with less energy and got all our energy removed by  treating me like a piece of shit, jellying all
sort of insults about me not closing the door and so forth. This violent behavior of her makes us once again redefine our approach to this end of Europe, having here not even a closet where I can
keep a bag with my stuff (in the morning she exploded because I left one tripod with her). Soon time for Venice, with the "parents" and poor Myrthe who is a bit shocked by such a behavior. 

A day in magical Venice with a feeling of much to document while walking with  Myrthe and across the fish market and then beyond, through the popular Castello and
into the Arsenal where we bought tickets or better, where  bought us the tickets for the Art Biennial. We started with the Giardini and I got the good idea of filming only the going
through the various pavilions, film myself going inside and there trying to explain the works to  It was rather easy although I had a feeling they did not really want to open up to
contemporary art in general. The wroks where quite easy aside from the main pavilion where many a works relating to encyclopedic approaches where presented in a rather overwhelming
fashion and not at all addressing to the full potential of what culture, particularly with digital technology, could do. Latter, going back to the small pavilions, got anyway tired and left
us alone. We also got tired after a while all the very predictable and pretentious works. Low in energy we left and then with an ice cream and a walk in the open by the Riva degli Schiavoni, we
got high in energy and got through San Marco square making allot of jokes and kissing. We even got to the Accademia bridge and are now out with  and his friends ready to go out to a
nice charming restaurant after a charming mass with a priest who already enlighted me on the fact that one ought to keep away from philistines and narcissistic formalism but be humble and with
an heart.

I spent the night a bit in agitation after yesternight we went with and his friends to a local restaurant and a very rich Venetian woman, Monica, sat in front of me. I knew a bit of his
madness after having met her with this summer and I tried to avoid talking to her, particularly after she got to study psychoanalysis (the science of the bourgeoisies?) but she anyway
got in the conversation and started to tell me her interpretation about me, a "vulnerable baby" and "goose hunter". I could tolerate her discussions after she started talking really loud about me not
believing in God (although I just said I did believe in believing), at which point, knowing that  who is very religious, was nearby and been so much under fire, I grew suddenly
angry and smacked both fists on the big spaghetti dish I had in front of me, hitting hard on all the sea food shells I was eating. After which I called the aristocrat lady all sort of names and shaking
like a beast, I took Myrthe home with me, finally having a good time alone to make love. In the morning I did not rise up to update my project, I was afraid of the confrontation with 
who have been sleeping right on the opposite side of a thin wall. When we actually did, with the help of little angel Myrthe, who is actually very courageous, we found them both completely on
mysidr which is rather unusual knowing that at least  has never encouraged me or was never proud of me, to the contrary. They claimed that the noble Monica was somewhat of an
aristocrat playing woman, acting in this fashion to show off her status and anyhow with a giant economic security on her shoulders.  After such relief, Myrthe and I went to see the rest of the art
Biennial in the nice Venetian Arsenal. This time it was more enjoyable and we saw interesting art works, but again nothing with really a strong character, just small artists at the disposal of vane
curators I felt (or anyway a very small world claiming to represent contemporary culture but in fact representing itself). In the early afternoon (we got one hour less of daylight today), we had a
nice fish cooked by  with some other family friends and thereafter went for a private visit of the whole Saint Mark Basilic organized by the aristocrat lady to whom I have not talked.
We went up the belfry and into small chapel and to the treasure tower and up to the roof with the magnificent four horses. Now we are back in the family apartment, at the very heart of Venice
and  his kind of wanting us to eat fruit with him. He was very nice to me today, supporting me after yesterday battle with the aristocrat (as in Turgenev's Father and Son?). I had
quite some issues thinking about me and Myrthe back in the family with such agitations but I think the family can be totally fine outside of the working environment... 

A day spent taking rather eay, waking up still in  Venice apartment and from there walking quite packed to the parking lot to get a ride from them to Treviso airport. I will miss a bit
my stepfather's stories. He has really fulfilled in latter years his function of father, updating me an all family histories and friends, from which histories I can detect a certain moral, so, in this
respect I own him that, the formation of my moral. Said goodbye to the parents, Myrthe and I sat in a Chinese bar on the side of the road to catch the warm sun. Her hand luggage was too heavy
and her plane delayed but luckily it worked out anyway, we went down a little country road to kiss, worked a little at the bar and then shared our luggage. By the time we got through the check-in
her plane was boarding and I was left alone. So far I have been editing allot of the film clips we took in the last week, quite an intense work but manageable. Now I am seating on the plane on the
way to August, to pick him and take him home with me for Holly Saints vacation (Swedish do not dare to give it a religious name). I might need time soon to settle all that I have collected but it
seems that my time is really divided between traveling and being home. Anyhow, I cannot say that I have not matured also in terms of my project, my existential drive, I just have to learn to deal
with the situation I have created for myself... a family in the South, a girlfriend in the center and a son up North... a physical expansion then but also a mental one considering how much I have
expanded myself intellectually although both politics and especially Academia is telling me to narrow, narrow, narrow and specialize (remove love, communicate hate!).

A day with little August who is now on vacation with me for a week. I have been a bit stressed of all the traveling but feel now rather well, despite been on the road again. I guess what really
stressed me a bit was all the computer work I have been doing non-stop for the last two days not really making the good break of gymnastics and physical activities I normally do in my sedentary
periods. The cold autumn day went by rather easily with August waking up really late and me updating most of my projects which I can't really do properly while being on the road and with
other people. August kept constructing on his "Minecraft" video-game, really impressing me with his architectural skills, rotating a model and rapid prototyping his world with all sorts of new
materials I got for him (I now suspect that these updates where the origin of my Website being hacked). Checking my e-mail today I found a reply e-mail from my biological father in Canada. He
has not checked his e-mail in two years after we argued, or I wanted to distantiate from him and get closer to  I have been soft and hope we can keep some kind of distant relationship.
After a bit of bathing (my little apartment is nice for it), we finally took the commuter south and then the bus to again the small city of Nyköping where August and I are now waiting for the bus
to go to the airport hotel, making all very comfortable for him to really enjoy this vacation to the Netherlands and with Myrthe. Today there Jason, my old American curator has also landed. The
guy just got a job at an art institution, probably boasted by me inviting me to Utrecht, meaning that now I have got one more reason to commute there although little is my hope that I would get a
direct help to, for instance, exhibit (and it has been now four years since my last solo show).

A very easy day, waking up in the airport hotel and going to stretch my back in the inner terrace of the high hallway (looking a bit like my fantasy church). I then woke up August and we had the
cheap hotel breakfast before going in the actual airport and have an easy flight to the Netherlands. It was sunny in Eindhoven airport and Myrthe was already there to pick us up with her brother
Cas' car. From there we drove to the amazing amusement park of Efteling, some half an hour away to make a special day for August. Eli, Myrthe's mother was also there, they both took a day off
to be with us which was really nice of them. The park was in fact really nice, with some old well designed rides belonging to the past generation where still certain topics like the Swiss
mountains and so forth where considered exotics. After i heard from Eli that the roller coaster rides can be good for the heart, i did go in anew ride with Myrthe and August and we did have fun,
rocketing a full speed up and down the sky and splashing in the artificial lake bright with the autumn sun. I was in fact very impressed by what can be achieved fictionalizing, how imagination
liberating works can become and how little of that there is in a world all governed but the stupid rules of commerce. An imaginative and non pretentious poetry, unlinked to any official
mainstreams, can really transcend this rigidity. In the afternoon we walked around a little fairytale world inspired by the Grimm brothers stories and really well embedded with the nature, I was
really impressed by it. Now we are in the Utrecht apartment, August got quite tired and a bit negative towards the end, also falling down and hurting his ankle, will see about it. I was also
bombarded now by e-mails from my real father, sending me allot of pictures as a reaction to the movie I made of him on my Website.  too wrote a bit of a nasty e-mail saying how
disappointed she got after I treated her rich friend in such a way (the friend who tried to analyze me and got me really infuriated after she passed certain boarders). I it that I can only take care of
one parent at a time? I might concentrate on my natural father then, who has really no one and he is really a difficult case... now I shall help my sweet love Myrthe.

A bit of a sad day after yesterday sunny and thoughtless experience. I woke up with sweet Myrthe, shared love with each other before she got off to work. She was really tired and I latter found it
that she has been awake most of the night making sure that August was not attacked by any mouses (she could hear them). Meantime I had allot of work to do, or thought I had allot of work to do
since I have opened up my project to host both production and post-production. it is the end of the month as well and several are the projects I ought to take care of but it seems rather difficult
since I also have to take care of August in the meantime and we are in the one room attic with the workers downstairs. On top of this the grayish weather and all the bad feelings that both 

 have brought to me, on one side the arrogance of  and on the other the misery of  really contrasting with one another. My life in academia and in society in general
seems also very much hopeless, particularly within the framework I sat for myself. With all these ghosts in mind (is making love that makes me so sensitive?) I went with August out, despite him
being still a bit in pain in his foot. I showed him a bit around but we both got quite unmotivated looking for the bubble tea place I once saw. We ended up in a Turkish pizza place and then back
in town strolling the various shops (what an intensity of shops!) and finally, in the city mall, finding a bubble tea place but it was Thai and the pearls inside where more like candies than the ones
August and I used to drink in the Shanghai winter. We sat in a park by a UFO installation of which August was really impressed. I took the opportunity to do some tai-chi and switch my yin and
yang status but to no avail. We are now home with the workers downstairs, the new fire alarm that just got off and quite a feeling of depression for the artificial world and society in general. I am
sure I would be the most happy to escape it, set off traveling somewhere, hitting the road and absorbing myself in a never ending peace or simply at home in the constructive mode I sat up for
myself. Creating is really for me a great lift and without it, without me operating on my "kingdom", loosing track of it, I get totally helpless!

A nice day indeed! I mean, it was sort of rainy outside and I had allot of project updates to do but sort of managed through them and went with August out in the city for a nice little stroll,
hunting for the places that affected my dreams in yesterday's stroll and absorbing more of it, going down the canals with him and also searching for a few things for Myrthe such as a piece of
wood to build her a few shelves and a saddle for her  bike (her was stolen as she had to keep her bile out because of the carpentry works downstairs). We managed everything in fact and even
some grocery to make a soup for Jason who never came. After all the work of putting up the shelves and even sawing in half a sofa that Myrthe wanted out of the room to make more space, I
prepared the soup and sat down on my computer to write my Journal but there it was  after more than two years willing to talk to me on Skype. We did so in fact as nothing had really
happened between us. He was in fact a bit sorry for the way he behaved against me calling his violence chronic. He talked for a long time and I really enjoyed listening to him, even recording
him as I did with Davide who must live now really close to him in Montreal. I will really try to keep a good relation with him, no matter what, he only has me. I then sat on the more spacious
floor to have dinner with my little family since August now got really close to Myrthe and terribly kind to everyone, something totally unexpected since he behaved quite meanly in the
mountains the last time. He has been a prince this time and we all sleep together in the same bed.

Today Myrthe had the alarm at 5.30 to finish preparing a lecture for the class she is doing in the weekends for her friend Hanneke who has a little art history company for older people. We
actually made some love on the empty mattress on the floor now that August is sleeping with us. As she left, I felt asleep again with August kicking me awake every once in a while. Finally we
were both able to wake up just on time to prepare a brunch for Jason. He came over and I talked to him allot, being quite fluent, probably as it happens when I skip the morning update of my
project. He has left the States five days ago and will be here for two years now, a nice coincidence but I do not have any hopes that he, now the curator of art institution, he will help me out with
any show or anything. I have quite some things cooking anyway despite me taking a break to be with both my loves, Myrthe and August. The later was actually quite negative today, especially
after we took a walk with Jason to look at a U.F.O. installed on top of a building he has so much fantasized about. After Jason left, we took the train with Myrthe to her mother in Breda and that
is when August got most negative and quite violent, reminding me not only of  with whom I am no back in contact, but also of the Norwegian man who has recently killed many
teenagers. The latter also had a father leaving abroad with another woman and so forth. Once in Breda, Eli, Myrthe's mother, got us to light a fire and I try to tell August about the two strong
energies within him, the constructive one and the destructive one. Will see also how society will try a strong nature like him, either allowing him to manifest his creativity or hindering him and
thus giving rise to his destructive mode. Now we are alone, August is playing with the fire outside and Myrthe and Eli are out doing grocery. The latter has really a good taste, a cute small house
nicely furnished, much in contrast with the kitchness of my former mother-in-law and my mother's sterility.

A nice day in the native city of Myrthe, Breda, in a more familiar environment with a more familiar landscape like the wild chestnuts August and I found in the forest or the home of Myrthe's
father Thoan where we went with all Myrthe's family after celebrating the grandmother's 102 birthday. I would like more time to absorb such landscapes, cross them and fill the proximity of the
alps or anyway of a land that is certainly in my genes feeling many a similariteis with this tribe. The birthday in general felt in fact as an initition to the new tribe, me and August in this forest
cottage introduced to everyone else, this time not the kind but puritan Germans, but more of the Celtic German mix with some Catholic morality, not stiff, but playful people, playing with each
other kids, like Cas, Myrthe's brother playing with Augusts in the jumping mattress or me playing with his lovely son Pepjin. It was fun and Myrthe was proud of me and ready to take my side
which is very important. The house of Thoan was also very interesting with classic music playing in the background and several anticques pieces hanging, all meaningful object with a certain
taste that completely lacks in August's grandparents' place with many a fakes and so forth. We are back now at Eli's place, Myrthe's divorced mother. They are cooking for us and August is
watching a documentary after having started the first fire. I hope he has enjoyed all this small experience but I am sure it has in fact matured him as well as enriched the whole tribe, providing me
and everyone else some sort of broader heritage, or at least a natural integration which no politics can achieve (it has all being made under the nose of politics with political resources addressed to
completely different matters). Tomorrow, sadly, already time to go but I feel relieved and ready to fight more for my relationship with Myrthe, for this beautiful exchange and our promise of
eternal love... all it counts in life, these promises.

A day traveling with August back to Sweden. A quite mentally tiering day with an early awake, then out in the cold and a bit rainy weather to the station and a bit of train delays. Sweet Myrthe




